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Freedom runner 100cc bike

Runner is a Bangladeshi bicycle manufacturing business that has added revolution on the subject of wheeler in Bangladesh. Basically, Runner is also the only organization that has hundreds of models of bicycles in its cabin and therefore, no person can get annoyed with its tax range. So, their revolution in cycling works for sure. There are definitely pairs of Bangladeshi bike manufacturers producing
bicycles in a regional way, where Runner is the biggest very important. However, most components are imported from China, but several of them are made in Bangladesh, such as tires, seats, fuel tank and so on. However, motorcycles are assembled in Bangladesh and appeared due to the product in the neighborhood. In addition, Runner used to spend his bikes with a perfect fee blend to think about the
product fine and yes, agency recognition is growing routine. Freedom Runner f100 - 6A is the famous class bike that &amp;amp; #39;s pretty narrow look, but desired. The motorcycle is quite sturdy, but less comfortable for a little health of a man or woman. Basically, there is a type of bicycle to be with a smooth look, which is &amp;amp; #39;t demanded that. The seams are a little old-fashioned. There
were bikes by jap manufacturers Yamaha, which is called the Yamaha RX 100 or Escort, which looks like it was similar to a bike. But the most important detail is freedom runner f100 6a is one of the most important to promote motorcycle runner it really includes several special options. All Runner f100 – 6A specifications are listed below. Design and look: the bike is not so terrific, it seems, but quite clever
not a question. It looks as if yamaha escorts or Honda CD 125. Except, the motorcycle is quite long and the gas tank is also narrow but long. It has a stylish yet ancient designed fuel tank with antique rims. Grabrail is also long and strong and can deliver small luggage there. All abilities are solid, but a little antique looking, although it remains in demand in the market. Engine total performance: Motor type
motorcycle Runner f100 -6A is one cylinder, air-cooled and four-stroke. This offset is 95.75cc which generates 5.2 kW @ 8000 rpm maximum strength. The engine is also reliable, which can offer more than 80 km, given our maximum speed so far. The electric starter is also delivered along with the kicker. Common equipment is 4 and the clutch is also not normal for the &amp;#39;s wet kind. The engine is
very important for the motorcycle, which is regularly called the coronary heart of the motorcycle. Dimensions and role of seating: Motorcycle Freedom Runner f100- 6A is quite long, in which 3 men and women can experience problems without problems and a child on a fuel tank. The average period of this thin system is 1950 mm, the width is 770 mm and the top is 1250 mm. This is a 150 mm floor gap
However, the weight of the motorcycle is 96.2cc. Suspension and brakes: The front suspension of the bicycle is and the rear suspension is also comfy and reliable. However, the braking tool is antique designed and does not use any hydraulic disc brakes that &amp;#39;s usually advocated for a motorcycle. Each brake is mechanical. Mileage: Freedom Runner f100 - 6A has a correct mileage, which is
provided for 55 km overall. People in the country used to pick out a hundred cc bikes to buy very well to look for mileage and yes, mileage can be a very important fact of a flat segment of a motorcycle. And in the case of runner f100 -6A it passed correctly. Dashboard and features: All options for the Runner f100 -6A front panel are common. There is a gas meter, a speedometer, a tachometer, but there is
no clock. Color: In Bangladesh there is only red color of the bicycle. Competitors: Runner F100-6A competitors are listed below: 1) Bajaj CT 100ES 2) Dayun Sprout 100 3) Roadmaster Delight 4) Hyundai Delux 100 8Expert ScoreKey FeaturesRunner is a Bangladeshi bicycle manufacturing business that has added revolution in wheel theme in Bangladesh. Basically, Runner is also the only organization that
has hundreds of models of bicycles in its cabin and therefore, no person can get annoyed with its tax range. So, their revolution in cycling works for sure. [...] Gefällt mirGefällt dir14. Oktober 2017 um 17:04 · Review: 4104 Freedom Runner Kite Bike Review How cyclists or customers require different bikes on the basis of different peoples of choice. Freedom Runner Kite is one of the standard, scooter-like
bike that can make you feel like you're riding or flying a kite. Our visitor may have a question in his mind how can a scooter look like a bike... Mehr or bike can look like a scooter? In fact, Freedom Runner Kite has several features for which it is a scooter-shaped bike. This scooter can make anyone happy who likes to slow travel with the engine. We better look at its basic and basic features that make it
attractive on it: Lets see your body parts first: Freedom Runner Kite... MehrGefällt 1 Mal2 Kommentare Freedom Runner Trover Specification Freedom Runner Trover Bike Title Freedom Runner Trover Brand Runner Bike Category Standard Engine Type One Cylinder, 4-stroke Air Cooling Offset (cc) 95.74 Max Power 5.2/8000 (Max Power Converter)Top Speed 80 KM/H (About) (Speed Converter)
(CoolingAir CooledStarting Method Electric &amp; KickIgnition Type CDI Gears 4 Speed Clutch Wet, multi-plate engine oil capacity (litre) 0.8L Mineral20W-50 Body Dimension (LxWxH) 1950x770x1250Wheel Base (mm) 1220Ground Clearance (mm) 150 Kerb Weight (KG) 96 (Weight Converter)Suspension FrontTeles copicSuspension RearTwin shocksBrake FrontDrumBrake RearDrum Wheel Front alloy
rim tire front2.50-17Tyre Rear2.75-17 Electric battery 12V Head lamp 35/35 W Tail lamp Yes Trun lamp Yes Additional features Price/Availability PriceTk. Possible Bangladesh Search 103,205 times Disclaimer mentioned above may not be 100% accurate. There is always an option to make a mistake to add information. As a rule, we collect information from the manufacturer's website and other known
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to '1.1.0 3/4 to 1/4 to 1/2 to 3/4 to † to 3/4 to 3/4 to 3/4, to 3/4®2-3/4 to 3/4, To make use of the hotel's Bangla English Freedom Runner F100 6A is a Runner product that is of Bangladeshi descent. The Runner F100 6A is a standard category of bicycle consisting of a maximum power of 5.2 kW. This would be a contender for the same segment of 100 cc cycling in Bangladesh. Single cylinder blow 80 KM
per hour 60 KM for litter fuel 97.3Kg 60 KM/L Air-cooled ModelFreedom Runner F100-6ATypeCommuterStatusAvailable in BangladeshFreedom Runner F100-6A Price Update21 December, 2020Engine type one cylinder, Dour Stroke Offset100cc Initial SystemElectric &amp; kick Clutch Wet TypeNo. cylinder 1No. gear 4Maximum Power 5.2 kW @ 8000rpm ৳ 1,100.00 ৳ 425.00 Length1900 mm Width680
mm Height1050 mm Kerb Weight97.3Kg Wheel base 1210 mm Fuel capacity 10LFuel Type20W50 No. from Seats2Front BrakeDrum Rear BrakeDrum Suspension Front TelescopicSuspension Rear Twin shocks Front Tyre2.5-18 Rear Tyre 2.75-18 Wheel TypeTube Alloyless Tyres ✕Alloy Wheels✓Headlamp 12V Battery12V 35-35W Clock✕Il Fuel Indicator✓Low Olive indicator Speedometer✕✕ Trun
Lamp✓Tail Lamp✓Projector Head Light ✕Top Speed 80 KM/HMileage (City)55 KM/LMileage (Highway)65 KM/L Mileage (City &amp; Highway)60 KM/L RedFreedom Runner F100-6A Overview Runner is a Bangladeshi motorcycle company for production, revolution in Bangladesh on the subject of cycling. Basically, Runner is also the only company that has many models of motorcycles in its cabin and
yes, no one can get frustrated with its budget. So, their revolution in cycling is actually working. There are only a few Bangladeshi motorcycle manufacturers producing bikes at the spot where Runner is the largest. However, most parts are imported from China, but some are manufactured in Bangladesh, such as tires, seats, fuel tanks, etc. However, bicycles are collected in Bangladesh and are considered
a local product. In addition, Runner launched its bicycles with excellent price combinations, taking into account the quality of the product, so the reputation of the company increases every day. Freedom Runner F100 - 6A is a standard category motorcycle that has a pretty slim look but standard. The bike is quite strong, but less comfortable for a slightly healthy person. Basically, there are a number of
bicycles there with the same appearance, which is not so demanded. The appearance is a little old-fashioned. There were bikes for Japanese brands Yamaha, which is known as the Yamaha RX 100 or Escort, which looks like it was like a bike. But the most important thing is the Liberty Runner F100 6A is one of the biggest selling bikes runner, which has included some special features. Here we will talk
about the detailed specification of the bicycle below. Design &amp; Appearance: The bike is not so fantastic in appearance, but quite smart, no doubt. Looks like Yamaha Escorts or Honda CD 125. In addition, the bike is quite long, and the fuel tank is also thin, but long. It has a standard but old designed fuel tank with old designed rims. Grabrail is also long and strong and can carry small luggage there. All
features are strong but a little old looking, although it still requires the market. Engine operation: The type of bicycle engine Runner F100 6A is a single cylinder, air-cooled and four-stroke. Its offset is 100 cc, which generates a maximum power of 5.2 kW @ 8000 rpm. The engine is also reliable, which is still capable of providing a maximum speed of more than 80 km per hour. Electric starter also along with
the kicker. In total, the gear is four and clutch is also not common, which is a wet type. The engine is very important for the bike, which is often called the heart of the bicycle. Dimensions &amp; seating: Bicycle Freedom Runner F100 6A is quite long had three individuals can easily ride and a baby on the fuel tank. The total length of this thin machine is 1900 mm, the width is 680 mm, the height is 1050 mm.
It has a ground clearance of 160 mm, but the weight of the bicycle is 97.3 cc.Suspension &amp; Brakes: The front suspension of the bicycle is telescopic, and the rear suspension is also comfortable and reliable. However, the braking system is old and does not use any hydraulic disc brakes recommended for the bicycle. Both brakes are mechanical. Mileage: Freedom Runner F100 - 6A has a good
mileage, which is an estimated 60 km average. The people of the country used to choose 100 cc bikes to get a very nice mileage, so mileage is a very important face of the same segment of the bike. And in the case of the Runner F100 6A it successfully passed. Dashboard and features: All features of the Runner F100 6A front panel are classic. There is a fuel meter, a speedometer, a tachometer, but not
a clock. Colors and price: Bicycle Freedom Runner F100 6A is considered one of the best products for Runner which has a current price of BDT 88,000. In Bangladesh there is only a red color of the bicycle. Appearance - 7/10 Top speed - 7/10 Comfort - 6.5/10 Value of money - 7/10 Resale value - 6.5/10 Customer service - 7/10 Reliability - 7/10 Spare Parts Price &amp;amp; Durability - 6.5/10 Fuel
consumption - 7/10 Handling and control - 6.5/10SummaryThough, we can not describe the bike as the most beautiful 100 cc bike, but it has almost standard and sharp looking status. This speed, price range and customer service are also high, as it is the original motorcycle of the local brand. And yes, it is also reliable. However, it is less comfortable for the bike, but suitable, which could not carry a heavy
weight bike. In addition, its parts are also available in all directions of the country for most available brands, and fuel efficiency is also good. Good.
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